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Beyond the Form:
Higher Standards for Market Analysis
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Compliance Manager, Property Interlink

Appraisal Institute Annual Conference, July 26, 2016

Market Analysis

� The “why” and “what” of  market and neighborhood analysis. 

� Forms.

� The need to define terms. 

� Visuals and tools. 

� COMMUNICATION.

Why perform “Market Analysis”?

� Impacts multiple parts of  the appraisal. (And is common sense.)

� Interagency Guidelines, GSEs, HUD, VA, USDA, I.R.S….

� USPAP.
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USPAP

� Standards Rule 1-3

� economic supply and demand, market area trends, economic factors. 

� Standards Rule 2-2(a) (viii)

� Summarize the information analyzed, the appraisal methods and 

techniques employed, and the reasoning that supports the analyses, 
opinions, and conclusions.

� Must contain enough information to demonstrate compliance with 
Standard 1 (ie, Rule 1-3).

� Must contain enough information for the client and intended users to 

understand the rationale.

HUD

� The Appraiser’s study of  the market affecting the subject Property 
must include sufficient data for a statistical analysis to be relevant.

� HUD Handbook 4000.1, 09/14/2015, revised 03/14/2016, p 527.

Fannie Mae

� …Provide the lender with a clear and accurate understanding of  the 
market trends and conditions prevalent. … If  additional analysis of  

nearby areas that include competitive properties is performed, it 
must be discussed.

� Fannie Mae Selling Guide, 06/28/2016, Part B Subpart 4 Chapter 1, p 

598.

� Declining, over-supplied, or marketing times over 6 months. 

What is “Market Analysis”?

� “a process for examining the demand for and supply of  a property 
type and the geographic market area for that property type.”

� Appraisal Institute, The Dictionary of  Real Estate Appraisal, 5th edition 

(Appraisal Institute, 2010).

� Guide Note 12: Analyzing Market Trends

What is “Market Analysis”?

Prices

Market Analysis

What else…?
� Multiple time-periods studied? 

� Enough data to arrive at reliable conclusions?

� Geographic area?

� General make-up: physical characteristics of  properties?

� Exposure times?  Marketing times? 

� Sell-to-ask ratios, originals and finals?

� Offers? Rational? Multiple? 

� Seller or other concessions?

� Cancelled and expired listings?

� Inventories?

� Population?

� Employment? Income? Economy?

� Vacancies?
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Tell us about yourself…

1. Name

2. Location

3. Company/role

Rule of Expectations

Form

Form Form

Form Form
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Form

0, 0, 50, 50, 50, 50, 50, 100, 100. 

0, 20, 30, 40, 50, 60, 70, 80, 100.

Are we…

� …providing enough information for the client and user? 

� …utilizing reliable data?

� …providing conclusions that are relevant? 

� …COMMUNICATING effectively?

Communication

� Labels, lingo, terms

I asked appraisers what they meant 

by “Increasing” or “Declining”.

� Over 26 years, I see obvious data and conclusions in my market 
studies.

� I use the 1004MC form, but don’t always follow the form 

instructions.

� The forms don’t really give good conclusions.

� I use the Fannie Mae definition of  “declining market”.

� I look back 12 months to complete the form.

� If  prices are higher than 12 months ago, I mark “Increasing”.

� I sample 5-10 years of  data, then put those trends in the narrative.

� Here’s a statement that I love to add because it baffles the 
underwriters.

I asked appraisers what they meant 

by “Increasing” or “Declining”.

� Just mark it “Stable”.

� Only make time/date adjustments if  the sale sold over 90 days ago.

� Average out the per-month percentage change, to make a time/ date 
adjustment.

� Compare the medians between when the comp sold and the current 
market.

� I have a boilerplate comment in the 1004MC that it is not a reliable 

indicator of  trends and is given no weight because the required 
sample size is too small.

I asked appraisers what they meant 

by “Increasing” or “Declining”.

� I can say this with a high degree of  certainty: the vast majority of  
appraisers, when faced with data in the 1004MC that are too sparse 

to lend support for a credible opinion –

they do nothing additional.
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Communicating what we mean…

Good communication Two-sided communication

� Complete forms according to instructions.

� Define the terms you are using. 

� (Not: “I use the Fannie Mae definition of  ‘declining market.’”)

� Market trend conclusions:   Declining, Increasing, Stable.

� Supply and demand:   Over-supply, Under-supply, In balance.

� Conformance:   Over- or under- improvement.

HUD Definition

� “Declining market”:

� A decline in prices or deterioration in other market conditions as 
evidenced by an oversupply of  existing inventory and extended 

marketing times.

� Generally, a trend in the housing market is identifiable when it extends 
for a period of  at least six months or two quarters prior to the effective 
date of  the appraisal. 

Use visuals
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Use visuals

� A picture is worth… 

2,098 words.

Turn right, or use the right lane and 
take the first exit, for east-bound 

Wickham Road.

Use the right lane (or the left lane 
and then take the second exit), for 

Lake Andrew Drive.

Use the left lane, and then the third 
exit for west-bound Wickham Road.

0, 0, 50, 50, 50, 50, 50, 100, 100.

0, 20, 30, 40, 50, 60, 70, 80, 100.

0, 0, 50, 50, 50, 50, 50, 100, 100.

0, 20, 30, 40, 50, 60, 70, 80, 100.

0, 0, 50, 50, 50, 50, 50, 100, 100.

0, 20, 30, 40, 50, 60, 70, 80, 100.
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0, 0, 50, 50, 50, 50, 50, 100, 100.

0, 20, 30, 40, 50, 60, 70, 80, 100.

0, 0, 50, 50, 50, 50, 50, 100, 100.

0, 20, 30, 40, 50, 60, 70, 80, 100.

“Predominant” represents the range 
from 25th to 75th percentiles.

Demographics: various sources

Demographics: various sources Demographics: various sources
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Visual exhibit...

1. Is it understandable?  

2. Is it meaningful/ relevant to the specific assignment? 

3. Does it say what you are trying to say?

4. Is it efficient, and does it save 

� writing for you and 

� reading for your client and user?

Visual exhibits… 

1. …help the appraiser understand. 

2. …help the client and user understand.

3. …communicate robust data and concepts, and save words.

4. …take advantage of  technology.
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Physical characteristics Physical characteristics

Design/styles GLA or Sq.Ft. – say what you mean

GLA or Sq.Ft. – say what you mean Bedrooms – say what you mean
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Bedrooms – say what you mean Distress-type sales

Distress-type sales Technology

Technology 

� Electronic typewriters (until relatively recently). 

� Charts, graphs, histograms, tables lead to…

� Shorter narrative,

� Succinct understanding.

� Multiple options for technology. 

Technology 

� Allows for efficient development of  multiple approaches:

� automate/ semi-automate the organization and “crunching” process,

� reconcile those approaches into your conclusion, 

� apply the supported conclusions to the appraisal process. 

Example:

� Use both

� regression and 

� paired resales,

� to develop conclusions on 

� market conditions and

� market condition adjustments for the sales comparison approach.
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Inventory

Past inventories: 
• 2.0 months inventory, 3 months ago;

• 3.3 months inventory, 6 months ago; 
• 3.0 months inventory, 9 months ago;

• 2.9 months inventory, 12 months ago;
• 3.5 months inventory, 24 months ago.

In general, inventory has generally declined over the past 12- and 24-month 
periods. 

Past inventory

� Take a “snapshot” regularly (weekly or monthly):

� Export and save data – excel, csv, etc.

� Generate reports – pdf, text, images, etc..

� What was a property’s list price and status on a prior date?

� Very difficult (sometimes impossible) to reconstruct later on.

� Today, can you pinpoint whether a Cancelled listing was Active 3, 6, or 

9 months ago, and what its exact list price was at that point? 

� How about today’s Solds, Withdrawns, Actives, Pendings, Expireds, etc.?

Past inventory: historical snapshot

Regular data capture and reports

� Number of  sales.

� Inventory.

� Unit price.

� Price.

� Rents.

� REO and Short sales.

� Days on market.

� Sell to original-ask.

� Sell to final-ask.

� Resales.

� Concessions.

Analysis – not “one size fits all”

1. Identify the indicator.

2. Describe the data and the observed relative changes over time.

� Smaller data pool = Longer period of  time.

3. What is the relevance? Why is it important to your appraisal? 
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Multiple methods: median unit 

prices

10.94% increase from 24 months ago = .46% per month increase.
5.19% increase from 12 months ago = .43% per month increase.

Identify resales

Multiple methods: paired resales

5.34% increase over 14 months = .38% per month increase.
7.20% increase over 13 months = .55% per month increase.

Multiple methods: regression

$13,494 increase over 365 days. A sale price is $222,750.
6.1% increase over 12 months = .51% per month increase.

Multiple methods – reconcile

� Median unit price of  sales:

� 10.94% increase from 24 months ago = .46% per month increase.

� 5.19% increase from 12 months ago = .43% per month increase.

� All 4 quarters are higher than the same seasons prior year.

� Woodland Ave:  Sold $250,000. Resold $268,000.

� 7.20% increase over 13 months = .55% per month increase.

� Park Ct:  Sold $176,000. Resold $185,400.

� 5.34% increase over 14 months = .38% per month increase.

� Regression: Days-Past-Sale variable, $36.97/ day increase.

� $13,494 increase  for an average $222,750 price sale

� 6.1% increase over 12 months = .51% per month increase.

We know…

� Market analysis is a requirement.

� Forms simply set the minimum reporting requirements:

� Forms do not set development requirements, and

� Additional reporting may be necessary.

� Technology assists, and is available.

� In the end, communication is our objective. 
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